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Technology is … life line, The innovation smart classroom.



Intelligent !

Interactive Classroom





Orbit SVC Series

Use an AVer multipoint video conferencing system 
with Embedded MCU (Multipoint Control Unit) to 
host and participate in multisite video conferences 
with SIP/H.323 and Skype for Business support  16 
site video conferencing devices.



Advancing the Future of Unified 

Video Communication -

Integration of WebRTC, Skype for 

Business, SIP and H.323

The SVC500 now comes equipped with AVer Omni-Protocol Support 
for WebRTC, Skype for Business, SIP, and H.323, providing users with 
more diverse and easy to use collaborative communication 
possibilities. In addition to Omni-Protocol Support, the SVC is 
capable of receiving, sharing, and streaming content across all of its 
connection protocols.



Supports Dual-Camera /

Dual-Presentation

More options are available on the SVC500. Now, you can choose 
to show the 1st camera, the 2nd camera, or both. The SVC500 
can also accept input from multiple sources. With two input 
sources available on the codec, users can choose to use HDMI, 
DVI/VGA, or both at the same time. The SVC500 is capable of 
providing an unparalleled video conferencing experience!



RTMP for 

Live Video Streaming

Live streaming functionality is ready in SVC500. You 
could live stream video conferencing, presentation, 
speech, lecture, etc. with an easy setup. Furthermore, 
SVC500 thinks one step ahead the vital recording 
function is also just a click away.



Built-in 32G Recording

Storage Capacity

No more fumbling around for a USB drive when you 
need to record a meeting the SVC500 is equipped 
with 32 GB of internal storage. In addition, iSCSI 
functionality is also available for cloud upload. You 
will never have to miss another event !



Supports License Upgrade up 

to 16 Sites

Users can take advantage of our license upgrade program to 
expand up to 16 sites. The system can be expanded easily to 
meet your company’s growing communication needs.



The AVer PTC500 is the ideal professional tracking camera for 
all kinds of applications. Boasting a powerful PTZ camera with 
30X optical zoom, it can track and film moving people or 
objects even if other people cross through its field of vision. It 
also features a wide-angle camera that provides a panoramic 
view for conveniently previewing the whole space. Users can set 
up through AVer’s AcuControl software, which offers an intuitive 
interface with a variety of precise setup options. With its 
market-leading quality and customizability, PTC500 creates 
engaging video for streaming, sharing and recording a variety 
of activities, such as lectures, demonstrations, video 
conferences, speeches, and more.

Professional

Auto Tracking Camera



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMkZcgrIxuM



Interactive Flat Panel

The Interactive Flat Panel (IFP) is the future of classroom 
displays, designed especially to inspire future generations. 
Not only does the IFPs empower teachers, it also inspires 
students to learn more, share their knowledge, and interact 
with others. With simple plug and play functionality you can 
easily plug in devices and integrate Visualizer document 
cameras to deliver the most powerful teaching performance 
possible.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5iM337k-sc



Intelligent Education 

As a global leader in education technology, AVer
offers schools the flexibility to create customized
teaching and learning solutions, mixing and matching
from a wide range of first-rate classroom technology. 
From our industry-leading visualizers and easy-to-use
distance learning systems (Classroom Video
Conferencing), AVer provides schools with the latest
and best in classroom equipment to enrich learning
in the classroom. Take educating one step further by
making your class an AVer class! 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvoMWVWyR_0



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQsEjejv2Qc



Control System products allow teachers to
easily share information from teacher to
student, student to teacher, and student to
student. Partnering with we transforms the
classroom into a dynamic, modern space.

Collaborative Learning

CONNECT CONFIGURE CONTROL



https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=15&v=u6wX0rcKOUU



Complete device 

and video source 

integration to provide  

smooth and instant 

sharing and control. 

Complete device 

and video source 

integration to provide  

smooth and instant 

sharing and control. 

Wireless sharing 

student’s work on the big 

screen to enhance the 

engagement and 

interaction
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Professional Camera 

AVer's various Conference Cameras are
indispensable video collaboration tool for
businesses that use web- or cloud-based
conferencing, suitable for meeting rooms of all
sizes, from huddle rooms all the way up to
large conference rooms.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjjKD8ZZgvE



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VzSCiXOL5sA







Excellent Video Conference Provider

AVer video conferencing can be summed up in one simple phrase… more for your money! Effortless video conferencing at an incredibly affordable 
price is what AVer promises for all of its video conferencing solutions and that is exactly what users have come to expect. All AVer VC systems use the 

H.323 and SIP protocols so users can rest assured that their AVer VC system is compatible with all major VC brands. Moreover, the new product line 
Conference Camera provides cloud- and software based video conferencing users more professional tools to grab business opportunities anytime 
and anywhere. With a number of one-of-a-kind features, industry-leading warranty periods and smooth full HD imaging, AVer turns the dream of 

high-quality, budget-friendly video conferencing into reality for all-sized businesses and many more.



Cloud 
Based To Education Platform



“
Teaching &  Learning Experience becomes

ZERO
ZERO Distances boundaries between trainers and learners



V-CUBE

ONE
Visual Communication Platform Make 

Any Communications into ONE



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nU4-RFlcdz4



See, Show & Share
Conferencing Accessible By anyone, At 
anytime. From anywhere.
Looking for a video conferencing tool? Why not try 
high-quality web conferencing (or web meeting as it 
is also known) instead ?  V-CUBE Meeting enables 
smooth online meetings with various parties located 
in places near and far. Send invites to people and 
have them easily join with just a simple click of a URL.

Meeting



Providing full range of management 
features required by corporate use 
such as user and log management, 
enterprise can safely implement this 
service with high level of security.

GATE



Imagine holding interactive lectures 
and seminars with no concern for 
venue. Now imagine synchronizing 
documents to be simultaneously 
distributed to up to 10,000 receiving 
points. That’s V-CUBE Seminar in a 
nutshell. 

SEMINAR



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iR_OUWgrDxw



Features of web seminar software

A video communication system that is essentially a web seminar software that enables online seminars, or webinars, to be held by 
presenters and attended by participants with ease, V-CUBE Seminar is the go-to webinar training software for many. Because with 

V-CUBE Seminar, they can now easily hold or provide:

Video communication 
system with all-in-one 

interface for easy navigation

Check audience status Screen-sharing and indication Recorded live seminars for 
later viewing on demand

Flexible layout Mobile devices supported File-sharing, screen-sharing, 
questionnaire, polling and text chat

Banner for advertising



learning management 

system 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5iM337k-sc



HIGHLIGHT & FEATURES

Our one-stop e-learning and professional development hub for corporations. V-Learning LMS breaks down distance and 

time barriers thus giving today's discerning learners a new perspective to learning. V-Learning LMS engages 

professionals and provides staff with continuous learning and development, enabling them to achieve real-world business 

results. mobile learning and many more.

Online Couse Builder Progression Report Assessment / Quiz Course Evaluation

Customized Layout Countless Device Types System IntegrationCommunity Interactions



Our One-stop e-learning and professional development hub for corporations. V-Learning LMS breaks down distance 
and time barriers thus giving today's discerning learners a new perspective to learning. V-Learning LMS engages 
professionals and provides staff with continuous learning and development, enabling them to achieve real-world 

business results. Mobile learning and many more.

KEY BENEFITS

➢ Content delivered in an efficient, hassle-free manner
➢ Connect your learners in a real-time environment
➢ Customisable to your needs
➢ Accessible anytime, anywhere
➢ Secure and reliable LMS
➢ Real-time reporting and concurrent monitoring of     

progress



SANGFOR HCI
SANGFOR IAM
Best Practice of Software-Defined Data Center: Sangfor HCI 
Driving Hyper-Convergence to Fully Converged Sangfor HCI 
consolidates traditional hardware-appliance-based security, 
IP network, storage network, server and storage into one tier 
of commodity hardware (x86 server), forming a standardized 
HCI unit. 





thanks!

Any questions?

www.itgreen.co.th

http://www.itgreen.co.th/

